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Engineering design activities require fault tolerance and concurrent access to shared resources
such as databases and Web servers. Such activities are generally dynamic, cooperative, long-lived,
interactive and non-prescriptive. We propose a new multi-agent transaction model, which is based
on extended transactions and multi-agent technologies. The novelty of this model is that it
automatically customises transactions to the requirements of design activities. In addition, this
model is believed to improve concurrency and fault tolerance, facilitate interaction between and
co-operation among the participating systems involved in design activities. The proposed model is
formally specified using CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems) language. Formalism is
crucial to model the correctness, reliability, and recovery of multi-agents transactions, given the
complex and unreliable nature of the Web-based design activities.
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1. Introduction
Complex engineering design (e.g., offshore oil platforms, aeroplanes, ships) requires collaborative
work among diverse design disciplines. Such design environments often involve a number of different
organisations that specialise in different design disciplines, which are distributed across a network. The
Web provides an infrastructure for design activities to be geographically distributed among different
teams and design systems. In such highly dynamic environment the nature of the work and the
requirements may change continuously. More importantly, these activities require consistent and
concurrent access to shared resources (e.g., databases, Web servers, etc.), and also require fault
tolerance. This motivates the need for providing suitable techniques to facilitate this kind of
cooperative activities.
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Existing design approaches apply Extended Transaction Models (ETM) to design activities [8, 15,
6] (Kaiser, 1994, Nagi, 1999, Yang, et al., 1999). ETM relax isolation and atomicity properties of the
ACID (Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, Durable) transactions [5], and can provide design activities with
concurrency and consistency aspects. However, one of the major problems with current approaches is
that users have to specify in advance a particular ETM for the design activity.
Similarly, multi-agents are also used in design activities [13, 12]. The role of agents in design
activities is to support communication and to improve co-ordination among design systems. However,
transaction-like facilities (e.g., ensuring concurrent and consistent access to shared resources [9]) are
not well addressed in multi-agent systems.
Our research identifies that the exclusive use of one of the above technologies (i.e., transactions or
multi-agent) remains ineffective in design activities. In this paper we present a new model that
addresses the issues of distributed design activities by combining multi-agent technology with ETM.
One distinguishing feature of the proposed model is that it provides a facility for automatically
customising a variety of ETM to the requirements of design activities. Existing approaches [6, 15, 1]
require users to specify the transaction models that suit their needs. The proposed model is also
believed to improve concurrency and fault tolerance, facilitate interaction between and co-operation
among participating systems.
The proposed model is formally specified using the CCS (Calculus of Communicating Systems)
specification language. Formalisation is crucial to the modelling of the correctness, reliability, and
recovery of multi-agents transactions, given the complex, unreliable, and non-deterministic nature of
distributed design activities. The formal specification of the multi-agent transaction system is also
important, because of the complexity of the environment and the nature of the interactions among
various design systems. One interesting feature of the formal specification is that it guarantees the
correct functionality of a system by establishing correctness criteria against which the implementation
of the system can be verified and validated [18, 17].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 identifies the requirements of design
activities. Section 3 reviews current approaches to design activities and establishes their limitations.
Section 4 presents the proposed model. Section 5 formally specifies the proposed model using CCS
formalism. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and points to further work.
2. Requirements
The requirements refer to the design of large and complex engineering products (e.g., offshore oil
platforms, aeroplanes, ships). Such environments often involve a number of different organisations that
specialise in different design disciplines. This requires multiple design systems to co-operate. The
participating systems could be semi automated or fully automated design systems with data store
facilities. They should be able to operate concurrently in order to optimise the use of required design
resources. Such design activities are characterised by long duration, co-operation and negotiation, nonprescriptive developments and recovery from failures. We discuss these characteristics within the
context of the requirements of distributed design activities so as to define the scope for this research.
2.1 Long Duration
Transactions in a design environment are generally of long duration [6]. These transactions may run
for hours or days to process design activities. In particular a design activity may require deliberation
from humans. It is difficult to determine in advance the execution time of such transactions. Thus it is
required to ensure that a particular data object is not blocked unnecessarily until a transaction is
committed. For example, in designing an offshore oil platform, the cost engineer issues a design
change that requires a semi-automated process flow design system and an automated layout design
system to respond to the change [3]. The layout design system may take a few minutes to propose a
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new layout, but the process flow designer may take days to reflect the change. The layout system
cannot commit the transaction until the process flow designer has completed the change. Thus it is
required to commit the completed part of the transaction so as to ensure the early release of system
resources.
2.2. Co-operation
Co-operation among design systems is a prerequisite for the accomplishment of various design
tasks [7, 6]. Such systems generally require the sharing of different data objects of the design activities.
Thus mechanisms are required to facilitate the exchange of intermediate results, while at the same time
guaranteeing that the consistency of these results is maintained during the exchanges. For example, the
safety and layout systems might be working on a location and orientation of a hazardous equipment
item such as a compressor. This requires both parties to modify two parts of the same data object
concurrently, with the intent of integrating these parts to create a new version of the design. In this
situation, the systems might need to look at each other’s work to ensure that they are not modifying
two parts in a way that would lead them to have conflicts. Moreover, for some design activities, it is
necessary that the participating systems develop a transient cooperation that may exist for a particular
task, or for a limited time. Such transient cooperation needs to be formed dynamically with different
participating parties in order to meet different requirements.
2.3. Non-prescription
Design activities are generally interactive and non-prescriptive. Non-prescription implies that the
system cannot determine in advance the nature of the transactions involved in design activities. That is,
the system may not pre-determine that transactions may cooperate, or that transactions may violate the
consistency of data objects, except by actually executing them. For instance, a generic connector can
be used to connect various families of valves, pipes, and other equipments. The connector can be
designed in the first place without considering specific applications. However, it can be used whenever
it is required. Thus to support non-prescriptive design tasks, the system should be able to start a
transaction, interactively execute operations within it, dynamically restructure it, if required, and then
commit or abort it at any time.
2.4. Failure Recovery
Failures in distributed systems such as the Web may be caused by various factors that include
Internet communication failures or systems failures of Web servers for instance. These failures
severely affect design activities by interrupting their progress. Such interruption may result in frequent
roll back. However, frequent roll back of long-lived design transactions is not acceptable as a valuable
piece of completed work might be lost. Instead, a transaction should be able to proceed (and eventually
succeed) even if it partially completes. For example, the process flow engineer may propose a high cost
equipment (e.g., condensate vessel), which may not meet the cost engineer’s requirements. Thus the
roll back should only occur for the part of the transaction in the process flow design, and not in the
layout solution, as it may still be valid.

3. Related Work
Classical database transactions strictly follow the ACID (Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, Durable)
correctness criteria [5]. Although ACID criteria are useful in maintaining data consistency, they are
inappropriate for some applications. For example, these criteria do not suit the classical federated
databases, which are characterised by their autonomy and heterogeneity [23, 24]. That is, to enforce
ACID criteria in federated databases, their autonomy and heterogeneity may be compromised.
Similarly, the isolation and atomic policy (of ACID criteria) does not suit the characteristics of design
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activities — which are cooperative, dynamic, long-lived, interactive, and non-prescriptive. To
overcome the limitations of ACID transactions, numerous Extended Transaction Models (ETM) have
been proposed [5, 8, 15, 6, 10] for design activities. ETM generally focus on the relaxation of isolation
and atomicity properties. In [15] an ETM-based system, called Jpernlite, is developed for Web-enabled
software engineering applications. Jpernlite mainly concerns the concurrency control mechanism of
designed activities. However, it does not fully support the characteristics of design activities. In
particular, it fails to provide support for the dynamic restructuring of transactions. This restructuring is
usually achieved through the Split and Join transaction models [6, 10]. The Split transaction model
splits an active transaction, Ti, into multiple transactions, Ti and Tj, by delegating some of the actions
of Ti to Tj (Ti is assumed to preserve its identity after the split). Ti and Tj can commit or abort
independently. The Join transaction model merges multiple independent transactions, Ti and Tj, into a
single transaction, Tk.
Multi-agent systems (MAS) are also used in design activities [13, 3]. An agent is an intelligent and
autonomous system that can control its own behaviour and respond to the requests from other agents in
order to achieve a common goal [12]. An agent incorporates a reasoning mechanism such as Belief
Desire and Intention (BDI) model — which is a procedural reasoning method that enables agents to
deal with highly dynamic activities such as design. The BDI mental model has become increasingly
popular and has been used in many applications. BDI provides a clear conceptual model that integrates
seamlessly reactive and deliberative behaviours. The mental categories form the basis for a mental
state: beliefs, desires and intentions. The beliefs represent the information that the agent believes is
currently true. This information may concern the agent itself, other agents or the environment. The
desires or goals are the states that the agent wishes to achieve. An intention involves the selection of a
particular plan and a commitment to its execution. An agent can be aware of its environment and can
refer to its own goal to select appropriate plans and carry out related actions in order to reach a desired
state. Thus, the BDI model provides agents with a mechanism for representing knowledge (beliefs) and
for modelling its behaviour (semantics). A dynamic environment often incorporates unexpected
situations. It is therefore necessary for agents to handle exceptions so as to ensure that the system is
consistent and thus avoid abnormal termination.
The role of agents in design activities is to support communication and to improve co-ordination
among design systems. The aim is to present an integrated environment for the exchange of
information and knowledge between participating design systems. However, transaction-like facilities
(e.g., ensuring concurrent and consistent access to shared resources [9]) are not well addressed in
multiple design agent systems.
As stated earlier, the exclusive use of the above technologies (i.e., transaction or multi-agent
systems) remains ineffective in design activities. One of the major problems with current ETM systems
[15, 10] is the decision-making facility. For instance, it is difficult to determine where to split and join
transactions, or where to compensate or replace transactions. Furthermore, some activities may trigger
other activities that may require cooperation from different heterogeneous design disciplines (e.g., in
offshore oil platform). These disciplines may need to cooperate and negotiate before performing the
requested tasks that pertain to design activities. For example, a pump needs to be upgraded in order to
produce bigger pressure than the current one. This implies that the size of the pump will increase, so
the layout system needs to be partially re-designed. However, the proposed pump may require
excessive usage of electricity, which the current power generator cannot supply. Thus, the change of
the power generator is inevitable, if the new pump is to be installed. In such environment, activities are
non-prescriptive and thus it is difficult to model them in advance. This requires context understanding
and well-defined semantics. Agents have the capability to support decision-making, provide
cooperation and negotiation between different heterogeneous disciplines, and model non-prescriptive
activities.
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The above discussion makes it imperative, therefore, to combine multi-agent and transaction
technologies so as to provide newer services in different application domains. The combination of
multi-agent systems with transaction technologies has been investigated in [2, 4, 8, 11]. However, [2,
4, 8] mainly concern e-commerce applications. For example, [4] uses multi-agents to model dynamic
Web transactions in the e-commerce applications, and introduces a scripting language, called MultiAgent Processing Language (MAPL), for specifying the behaviour of agents and their interaction.
Similarly, in [2] agent technology is applied to model cooperative transactions in e-commerce
applications, whereas [8] applies transaction techniques to multi-agent systems in scheduling
production orders in a manufacturing environment. It applies open-nested transactions to schedule
different requests made for a particular product. This approach also corresponds to e-commerce
applications. One notable contribution was presented in [11] where some requirements for multi-agent
transactions in design activities were laid down. However, this approach is limited to the definition of
requirements as no solution is proposed.

4. Multi-Agent Transaction Model
This section first presents an overview of the proposed approach through a case study of a design
application. This is followed by the description of the dependencies that exist between the transactions
of a design activity.
4.1 Overview of the Proposed Model
The proposed model is a combination of multi-agents [13, 12] with Extended Transaction Models
(ETM) such as split, join, and open-nested transactions [14, 6, 10]. The model is diagrammatically
shown in Figure 1, in which multiple agents are used to execute transactions in design activities. An
agent is called a base agent (denoted AgentB) if it starts the execution of the root (or main) transaction,
T. Other agents are called participating agents, denoted as AgentP. A particular participating agent is
represented as AgentPi (i = 1 … n). In Figure 1, AgentB is a base agent as it starts executing transaction
T, which performs the tasks of a particular design activity.
The model is further illustrated through the following example. Let us consider the design activity
of an offshore oil platform that performs a pump replacement so as to produce more pressure. The task
of the design activity is to replace the old pump with two new pumps in order to produce the desired
pressure. The activity, named A:ReplacePump, is diagrammatically shown in Figure 2, and is
comprised of other subactivities that include: B:NewPump1, C:NewPump2, D:AllocatePipesPump1,
E:ConnectorPump1, F:AllocatePipesPump2, G:ConnectorPump2. Activity D in turn has a number of
subtasks, such as getting new pipes (D1:NewPipes) or relocating existing pipes (D2:ExistingPipes).
Similarly activity F in turn has a number of subtasks, such as getting new pipes (F1:NewPipes) or
relocating existing pipes (F2:ExistingPipes). Activity J:Installation installs the new pumps. Activity
K:Testing tests the new setup and may require changes in the new installation if it does not work
properly. In the proposed model these sub-activities are differentiated between vital and non-vital subactivities. Non-vital sub-activities are defined as the activities whose failure does not result in the
failure of the overall design activity such as A:ReplacePump. Non-vital sub-activities are also
replaceable. Vital sub-activities are those whose failure results in the failure of the overall design
activity, such as A:ReplacePump.
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In order to successfully perform the pump replacement the system must complete all the vital subactivities. However, if any of the vital sub-activities cannot complete, then the remaining (completed or
uncompleted vital and non-vital) sub-activities must be cancelled, as partial arrangements are not be
acceptable to the design engineer. Such consistent execution of design activity can be achieved if
agents process each sub-activity according to transactional correctness criteria. Each sub-activity (e.g.,
AllocatePipesPump1) can therefore be modelled as a component transaction of the design activity. We
use transaction, ti (i = 1.. n), to represent the above design activities such that t1 = B, t2 = C, t3 = D, t4 =
E, t5 = D1, t6 = D2, t7 = F, t8 = G, t9 = F1, t10 = F2, t11 = J, t12 = K. Thus the overall design activity
A:ReplacePump is represented by transaction Ta, such that,
Ta = { t1, t2, t3, ..., t12}.
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Since transaction Ta is composed of different types of component transactions, it may require
different ETMs to execute the component transactions. That is, some component transactions may
follow the correctness criteria of the open-nested transaction model, while other may use the split
transaction model. For example, the component transactions t1 (for NewPump1) and t2 (for
NewPump2) can be executed using the split transaction model by splitting them into two independent
transactions. They can commit or abort irrespective of each other. Similarly, the component
transactions t7, t8, t9, and t10 are executed using alternative transaction model. That is, if the existing
pipes cannot be relocated by executing transactions t8 and t10, then new pipes are required, thus leading
to the execution of the transactions t7 and t9. These transactions are allowed to unilaterally commit by
following open-nested transaction model that enforces semantic atomicity by relaxing the traditional
atomicity and isolation properties. Further, transactions t4 and t6 will be required to use join transaction
model such that it connects the pipes required by the two new pumps.
Different agents need to cooperate in the execution of the transaction Ta so as to achieve the goal of
pump replacement. Agents customise ETMs using their BDI model, which enables them to select
appropriate plans (or partial plans) in order to achieve a desired goal [12]. To execute such transactions
agents incorporate transaction management primitives such as commit, abort, split, join, compensate,
and replace. Agents keep track of all the transactions by storing the necessary information in their
beliefs. They make use of the plans (or partial plans) associated with intentions in order to execute the
transactions.
Furthermore, an awareness by agents of the dependencies between transactions is required in order
to enable them to coordinate their activities and to select an appropriate ETM for the execution of
transactions. The following subsection describes some of the possible dependencies.
4.2 Dependencies
Dependencies define different constraints on the execution of transactions, and facilitate the process
of specifying and reasoning about the behaviour of transactions. Dependencies are generally expressed
in terms of primitive operations such as commit, abort, and split [16].
Let Ti and Tj be two transactions and Pi, Pj be the corresponding plans of agent’ s intention, I. Let
agents execute transaction Ti according to plan Pi and transaction Tj according to Plan Pj. Depending on
the nature of the design activity various types of dependencies may exist between Pi and Pj. Following
are some of dependencies that may occur between plans Pi and Pj. These dependencies correspond to
those defined in [16].
•

Commit: The commit dependency, denoted as (Pj Com-D Pi), states that Pj can only be
committed if Pi is committed. In other words, the commit of Pi precedes the commit of Pj.
(commit(Pi) ∈ I, (commit(Pj) ∈ I) ⇒ (commit(Pi) → (commit(Pj))
For example, the plan (for ConnectorPumps) can only be committed if the plan (for
AllocatePipesPump) is committed.

•

Abort: This dependency, denoted as (Pi Abt-D Pj) states that if Pi aborts (fails to complete)
then Pj must be aborted.
(abort(Pi) ∈ I) ⇒ (abort(Pj) ∈ I)
For exmaple, if the plan (for NewPump1) is aborted then the plan (for NewPump2) must be
aborted as a single pump will not do the desired job.
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•

Begin-Abort: This is denoted as (Pi B-Abt-D Pj). It requires that Pi cannot begin execution
until Pj aborts.
(begin(Pi) ∈ I) ⇒ (abort(Pj) → begin(Pi))

This dependency describes the relationship between the alternative plans. For example, if the
plan (for NewPipes) fails to complete then its alternative plan (for ExistingPipes) will be started
to allocat the existing pipes.
•

Data: This is denoted as (Pi Dat-DPj). Pi is data dependent on Pj if they share the same data
object (e.g., using same connector). Thus depending on the situation either Pi precedes Pj or Pj
precedes Pi in accessing the shared data object, ob.
(Pi (ob) ∈ I) ∧ Pj (ob) ∈ I) ⇒ (Pi (ob) → Pi(ob)) ∨ ((Pj (ob) → Pi(ob))

5. Formal Specification of Multi-Agent Transactions
The importance and significance of formal specifications is underlined by their applications to
various agent-based systems. These include, for example, [19] and [20] that use Z specification
language, and [26] that use Petri nets to formally specify agent-based systems.
In this section a formal specification of the proposed model is given using CCS. CCS is chosen due
to its simplicity and the wide support for the distributed and communicating systems such as multiagents systems [25]. A brief introduction to CCS is presented before proceeding with the formalisation.
The description of the relative merits of the formal specification language is, however, beyond the
scope of this paper.
5.1 Calculus of Communicating System (CCS)
CCS is an algebra for specifying and reasoning about concurrent, distributed, and communicating
systems [21, 22]. CCS provides a set of operators to control the occurrence of actions. For example, an
agent can be defined to perform a set of actions {decision, send-message}, i.e., to make a decision and
then send a message to another agent.
The most widely used CCS notations are summarised in the following Table 1. See [21, 22] for
more information on CCS.
Table 1. Description of the CCS Notations
Notati
ons

Description

.

Prefix operator: For example, the process a . Q can perform action a and then behaves
like Q.



Composition operator: It represents the parallel composition of agents, P and Q,
represented as PQ

action

Output action. For example, the actions receive (input). send (output) receives input
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and then sends the output .
def

def

This defines the behaviour of an agent. For example, Agent = receive (input).
send (output)

[]

Re-labelling operator: It is used to define several replicas of an agent. For example,
def

+
∑ Ei

the following process P = Q [decisionp / decisionq] defines an agent P, which is
identical to Q but uses the name decisionp wherever Q uses the name decisionq.
Relabelling is very useful when several replicas of an agent are used in defining a
complex behaviour.
Summation operator: It describes a (non deterministic) choice. For example, the
process commit(T) + abort(T) will either take commit action or abort action for
transaction, T.
Summation: It represents the sum of all expressions Ei.

5.2 Formal Specification
The formalisation of the systems is given in terms of agents and the components of the BDI model.
For this purpose we assume that different agents (denoted as Agent1, Agent2, … Agentn) are involved
in processing Ta (Pump replacement). These agents must cooperate (synchronise) with each other in
order to process Ta. Using CCS notations the following multi-agent transaction system (denoted MTS)
is defined for the design activities such as Ta.
def

MTS = (Agent1 Agent2 … Agentn)
The CCS composition operator | defines the interaction between agents so that they can collaborate
in executing Ta. As interaction in CCS is synchronous, all the agents must be willing at the same time
to interact. Below we provide the formal specifications of the base agents (e.g., AgentB), and the
participating agents (e.g., Agentp) involved in the execution of the transactions.
5.2.1 Base Agents
Initially, AgentB (bases agent) receives a request from MTS to perform a task (e.g., replacing a
pump). AgentB executes a transaction, say Ta, to accomplish the task. AgentB first updates its beliefs
database with information pertaining to transaction Ta and its component transactions ti. This is
formally modelled as follows:
def

Agent/B (Ta) = update (Belief, ti, Ta) . Plan (n, Ta)
After updating the belief, AgentB selects the plans according to Plan(n, Ta), as follow.
def

Plan (n , Ta) = if n = no-of-CT then Check-depend(n, I)
no − of − CT

else

∑
i =1
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pti = plan(pi, ti) . Plan (n + 1, Ta)

AgentB constructs different plans, pti, with respect to the component transactions ti ∈ Ta (where
no-of-CT represents the number of component transactions). In general, each plan, pti, corresponds to
one component transaction, ti. However, a plan, pti, can be associated with many component
transactions. The set of all possible plans, pti, of intention I is represented as SP. After constructing the
plans, AgentB takes the action Check-depend(n, I) to check the dependencies between the plans of the
intention I (where ‘n’ is the number of possible plans of intention I).
def

Check-depend(n, I) = If n = no-of-plans then Execute(n, I)
else ((depend(SP/, SP, I) . update (Belief, dType)) +
((¬ depend(SP//, SP, I) . update (Belief)) . Check-depend(n + 1, I)
where SP/ ⊆ SP is subset of plans which are dependent and SP// ⊆ SP is the subset of plans which are
non-dependent.
If there is a dependency between a set of plans SP, the agent updates its belief according to the type
of dependency, dType (see 4.2 for different types of dependencies). However, if there is no
dependency then the agent updates its belief that the plans are independent. After determining the
dependencies the agent executes the plans according to Execute(n, I).
def

Execute(n, I) = if n = no-of-plans then Terminate (pti, I)
else (Split (SP/ , SP, I)) + (Join (SP//, SP, I)) + ex - process (pti) + loc-process(pti) .
Execute(n + 1, I)
AgentB may split plans into independent plans if they have no dependency. The advantage of the
split is to increase concurrency by ensuring the early commit of the completed plans of a design
activity. For example, plans pt1 (activity B) and pt2 (activity B) can split. Thus they can execute and
commit independently. Similarly, AgentB may join plans if they have some dependencies. The
advantage of join is that certain plans may be required to merge so as to perform a desired task. For
example, plan pt4 (activity E) is used to connect different pipes. Each plan, pti, is either externally
processed at some other Agentp by following ex - process (pti), or locally processed at AgentB by
following loc-process(pti).
def

loc-process(pti) = commit(pti) + (abort(pti) ∧ replaceable(pti)) + (abort(pti) ∧ ¬
replaceable(pti))
If the plan, pti, is committed, then AgentB will follow Execute (n, I), and check the next plan. If the
plan is aborted and replaceable (i.e., associated with alternative plans, for example allocate existing
pipes or new pipes), then AgentB will replace the failed plan and execute the new plan according to
Execute (n, I). However, if the plan pti is aborted and is not replaceable, then AgentB will abort the
plan.
def

Terminate (n, I) = if n = no-of-plans then Commit (pti, I)
no − of − plans

else

∑

Agent (decisioni) .

i =1

if decisioni = abort(pti) then update (Belief, decisioni) .
Abort(pti, I)
else update (Belief, decisioni) . Terminate (n + 1, I)
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AgentB checks all the commit and abort decisions about all plans. If the decision is commit then it
updates its belief and checks the status of next plan by following Terminate (n + 1, I). If all the
decisions are commit then it takes the Commit (pti, I) action, update the beliefs and informs other
agents about the commit decision, and terminates the processing, as follows.
def

Commit (pti, I) = update (Belief, commit) . send-ack (Agentpi) . 0
If the decision about plan, pti, is abort, then AgentB updates its belief according to the abort
decision and then take the action Abort(pti, I) and terminates the processing. If some of plans are
committed then AgentB also needs to compensate transactions by executing those plans.
def

Abort (pti, I) = update (Belief, abort) . compensate (pti, I) . send-ack(Agentpi) . 0
The above specification describes the behaviour of a single AgentB. Using CCS re- labelling
function [], we can define the behaviours of multiple agents that exhibit similar characteristics to
AgentB.
def

Agenti (i = 1… n) = AgentB [Plani / Plan, Check-dependi / Check-depend, … … , Aborti / Abort]
In the above, a label pair such as Plani / Plan defines the mapping of Plan to Plani, and Checkdepend to Check-dependi, and so on.
5.2.2 Participating Agents
Initially Agentp (participating agent) receives a request from AgentB (base agent) to cooperate in
performing a task (i.e., replacing a pump). AgentB executes a plan, pti, to accomplish the requested
task. In the following specification it is assumed that Agentp is requested to process one plan, pti, and
that Agentp does not need other agents in processing, pti. However, if Agentp is required to process
more than one plan or if it needs other agents in processing the plans, then Agentp may have a similar
specification as that of AgentB.
In order to process pti, Agentp first updates its beliefs database with information pertaining to the
plan, pti. The behaviour of Agentp is formally modelled as follow.
def

Agent/p = newRequest(pti) . Agent/p (pti)
def

Agent/p (pti) = update (Belief, pti) . Execute(pti, I)
After updating the beliefs, Agentp executed the plan, pti, by following Execute(pti, I).
def

Execute(pti, I) = (commit(pti) . Terminate (pti, I)) + (abort(pti) ∧ replaceable(pti)) .
Execute(pti, I) + (abort(pti) ∧ ¬ replaceable(pti)) . Terminate (pti, I)
If the plan pti is committed, then Agentp will follow Terminate (pti, I). If the plan is aborted and
replaceable, then Agentp will replace the failed plan and execute the new plan according to Execute(pti,
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I). However, if the plan pti is aborted and is not replaceable, then Agentp will terminate the plan
according to Terminate (pti, I).
def

Terminate (pti, I) = Commit (pti, I) + Abort (pti, I)
def

Commit (pti, I) = update (Belief, commit) . send-ack (AgentB) . 0
If decision about plan, pti, is abort, then Agentp updates its belief according to the abort decision,
informs AgentB of the decision, and terminates the processing, as follows.
def

Abort (pti, I) = update (Belief, abort) . send-ack(AgentB) . 0
The above specification describes the behaviour of a single participating Agentp. Using CCS relabelling function [], we can define the behaviours of multiple agents that exhibit similar characteristics
to Agentp.
def

Agentpi (i = 1… n) = Agentp [Executei / Execute, Terminatei / Terminate, Commiti / Commit, Aborti
/ Abort]
A label pair such as Executei / Execute defines the mapping of Execute to Executei, and Terminate
to Terminatei, and so on.
In the above, we have formally specified the multi-agent transactions of the proposed model. The
formal specification of the multi-agent transaction system is important, because of the complexity of
the environment and the nature of interactions among various design systems. Interesting feature of the
formalisation is that it guarantees the correct functionality of a system and also facilitates the
implementation and verification of the system.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have discussed the issue of transaction management in distributed (possibly Webbased) design activities. We have highlighted the fact that the transactions associated with design
activities are highly dynamic, cooperative, long-lived, interactive, and non-prescriptive. Moreover,
these activities require fault tolerance as well as consistent and concurrent access to shared resources
(e.g., databases, Web servers). These characteristics require that transactions be dynamically managed
according to the extended transaction models (ETM) that suit design activitivities. We have therefore
proposed a novel multi-agent transaction model, which is based on ETM and multi-agent technologies.
The new model is formally defined, which provides a framework within which transactions of the
Web-based design activities can be modelled according to different ETM that suit the needs of design
activities.
Formal specification is crucial to model the complex transactions of Web design activities. Formal
specifications also facilitate the implementation and verification of the proposed model. This model is
believed to improve concurrency and fault tolerance, facilitate interaction and co-operation of
participating design systems within the Web environment.
Currently we are working on the implementation of the proposed model. In order to fully evaluate
the potential contributions of our model, an industrial case study is required, which is a part of the
future research.
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